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How to make a hat for the Snowman – page 1

Materials
White matt card
Masking tape
Elmer’s glue all - or similar
White and coloured acrylic or
poster paints.
Pencil
Paint brush
Glue brush
Craft scissors

1
For the body of the hat cut a strip of
card about 4cms deep, and long
enough to fit around the head of the
snowman, fasten it with masking tape.

3
Holding the tube steady, lightly draw
a pencil line around the base as
shown, call this circle a.

4
Lift the tube off and draw a second
circle about 1cm outside the first line call this circle b.

2
Place the tube on another piece of
card.

5
Fig1. Draw several straight lines
from circle a, to circle b as shown,
then cut around the outer edge.
Fig2. Cut on lines as far as circle a.
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6
Fig1. Place cut out circle on top of hat.
Fig2. Bend tabs down as shown.
Fig3. When tabs are flat to sides
Fig4. Fasten down with masking tape.

9

7

8

To make the BRIM of the hat, hold
the tube steady, on a piece of card,
and lightly draw a circle around the
base as shown - call this circle a.

Lift tube off and draw a second circle
1cm outside circle a, call it circle b.
Next draw a third circle about 1cm
inside circle a, call it circle c.

10

11

Fig1. Draw some lines from the
middle circle a - to inner circle c .
Next cut round at outer edge.
Fig2. Cut out middle circle c.

Fig1. Cut on the little lines from the
Glue the outside of the tabs then put
the hat over the tabs and press the
centre hole as far as line a.
Fig.2. Bend the separate tabs upwards. tabs down, around the inside of the
hat.

12

13

Now the rim is attached and the hat is
almost finished.

To make a neat and strong finish,
Once dry the hat can be scrunched up
paste enough strips of white tissue or
a bit, before fitting it on the snowman.
fine paper to cover the outside of the
hat. When the glue is dry, paint the hat.
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